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Abstract: In this paper we show that a finite dimensional linear time-varying continuous-time system admits normalized coprime 
factorizations if and only if it admits a stabilizable and detectable realization. We construct state-space formulas for these 
factorizations using the stabilizing solutions to standard Riccati differential equations. In the process, we give a simple proof that 
stabilizability and detectability are sufficient to ensure the existence of such solutions. Based on these results, and on recent 
advances in the theory of .g¢'~ optimization, we present an algorithm to compute the distance between two systems in the gap 
metric. 
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1. Introduction 
T h e  g r a p h  and  gap  m e t r i c s  i a r e  d e f i n e d  v ia  n o r m a l i z e d  c o p r i m e  f ac to r i za t ions .  H e n c e ,  it is o f  i n t e r e s t  
to k n o w  w h e n  t h e s e  f a c t o r i z a t i o n s  exist  fo r  a g iven  sys tem and  h o w  to c a l c u l a t e  t hem.  A d i r ec t  p r o c e d u r e  
to o b t a i n  a n o r m a l i z e d  c o p r i m e  f a c t o r i z a t i o n  o f  a s t r ic t ly  p r o p e r  linear time-invariant ( L T I )  sys tem was  
first  r e p o r t e d  in [11]. La t e r ,  this  p r o c e d u r e  was  e x t e n d e d  to p r o p e r  p lan t s  in [18]. 
In  this  p a p e r  we  s tudy  n o r m a l i z e d  c o p r i m e  f a c t o r i z a t i o n s  o f  f in i t e  d i m e n s i o n a l  l i nea r  t i m e - v a r y i n g  
( F D L T V )  sys tems.  W e  f ind tha t  m o s t  resu l t s  for  t he  L T I  case  ca r ry  o v e r  to  t he  L T V  case;  thus  t h e r e  a re  
no  su rp r i se s  as far  as t h e  resu l t s  a re  c o n c e r n e d .  T h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  t he  p a p e r  l ies in t he  t echn ica l  
d e v e l o p m e n t .  T h e  m a i n  resu l t  is s t a t ed  in S e c t i o n  4, w h e r e  we  show tha t  a sys tem has  a n o r m a l i z e d  
c o p r i m e  f a c t o r i z a t i o n  if and  only  if it admi t s  a s t ab i l i zab le  and  d e t e c t a b l e  r e a l i z a t i o n  ( T h e o r e m  4.1 and  
C o r o l l a r y  4.2). In  S e c t i o n  5 we  use  t h e s e  f a c t o r i z a t i o n s  to  c o m p u t e  t he  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  two  l i nea r  
t i m e - v a r y i n g  sys tems  in t he  gap  me t r i c .  Th i s  is d o n e  by c o m b i n i n g  s o m e  r e c e n t  resu l t s  in Y =  con t ro l  
t h e o r y  for  l i n e a r  t i m e - v a r y i n g  sys tems  [16,13] w i th  t he  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  o f  t he  gap  m e t r i c  [5] as an  ~ 
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optimization problem. The resulting algorithm is iterative, requiring the solution of a single differential 
Riccati equation at each step. 
Proofs of the abovementioned results require some intermediate results in Section 3 that are also of 
independent interest. It is shown that stabilizability and detectability are sufficient conditions for the 
existence of stabilizing solutions to the standard continuous-time control and filter Riccati differential 
equations (Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4). It is well known that solutions with the stabilizing property are 
guaranteed to exist under the assumptions of uniform controllability and obseruability ([7,9] after the 
references therein). As Anderson and Moore remark [1,2], relaxing these conditions to stabilizability and 
detectability respectively requires nontrivial generalizations of the time-invariant results. Such general- 
izations seem to be more immediate in the discrete-time case ([2], page 47), and have in fact appeared 
explicitly in [1]. It should be noted that our approach is independent of that in [1] since we consider the 
continuous-time case, and we use more traditional 'closed loop' definitions of stabilizability and 
detectability. 
The notation is standard. The symbols R (=  R+U R_), ~", and R k×'' denote the real line, the 
n-dimensional real Euclidean space, and the space of k x m-dimensional real valued matrices respec- 
tively. The space of vector valued measurable functions on R+ is denoted by (f(R+),  and S2(R+)  
represents the subspace of square integrable functions (with inner product ( -, - ), and norm ]l" qi). The 
symbol S°2([a, b]) denotes the space of square integrable functions defined on the real interval [a, b] 
(with inner product ( . ,  " )l,.b], and norm II Illo,bl). The extended space ,~2,e(~+) consists of functions 
f e 2 " ( R + )  satisfying Ptf~,..~2(R+) for all t > 0 ,  where P, is the truncation operator defined as 
P,f(~-) = f ( r )  if z ~< t, and 0 otherwise. 
An operator G : $2,¢(R +) ~Y2x(R+)  is said to be causal (respectively, anti-causal) if P, GP~ = Pt G 
(respectively, (I  - Pt)G(I - P,) = (I - Pt)G), for all t ~ R+. If G is simultaneously causal and anti-causal 
then it is called memoryless. The set of causal, linear operators on _~2.~(R+) is denoted by At~,.(R+). We 
say that G ~ . ( R + )  is (finite gain) stable if 
II G II := sup ( LI P, Gf II/II Ptf II ) < ~,  
]'~.~'2.c .P, f 4: O.t E ~ + 
We denote by ~' , (R+) the set of all stable, linear operators, and by ~.(R+) the set of all units in 
,c~, (R+). Note that these definitions continue to hold, with obvious modifications, when R+ is replaced by 
R , or any other interval of R. In the specific case of operators defined on Yz([a, b]), this legitimizes the 
use of symbols such that [IG tl [a,b] and ,(~,.([a, b]). Finally, whenever the meaning is clear from the 
context we abbreviate 5¢2(R ÷) to S 2, ~/t~, (R+) to ~ . ,  and similarly for the other spaces and sets defined 
above. 
2. Definitions and preliminary results 
Throughout this paper, we will be dealing with the class of causal, linear time-varying systems that 
admit finite dimensional representations of the form 
1 2 ( t ) = A ( t ) x ( t ) + B ( t ) u ( t ) ,  x ( 0 ) = x  0, ~ : =  
y( t) = C (  t ) x (  t) + D( t )u(  t) ,  
(1) 
where t ~ R+, u ( t ) ~  ~m, y ( t ) ~  R p, and x ( t ) ~  R". We assume that A, B, C, and D are bounded 
functions of time. In packed matrix notation, Xc can be written as 
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With x(0) = 0, the system ~G generates a causal operator G ~A', defined by 
y ( t )  = f/c(t)ClJG(t, r ) B ( r ) u ( r )  dr + D ( t ) u ( t ) ,  (2) 
where ¢bG(t, ¢) is the state transition matrix of the homogeneous part of (1). The operator G (with 
realization "~G) is said to be strongly causal (respectively, bicausal) if D ( t ) =  0 for all t in E+ 
(respectively, D(t)) is invertible for all t in E+ and the inverse is bounded). 
Definition. The system --YG is said to be exponentially stable if there exist c~, c 2 > 0 such that 
I]@G(t,~')ll <~ci e-C2(t-¢)Vt>~r; t , r ~ + .  (3) 
Definition. The system ~G is said to be stabilizable (respectively, detectable) if there exists a bounded 
matrix function K(t) (respectively, L(t)) such that the system Yc(t)= ( A - B K ) ( t ) x ( t )  (respectively, 
~c( t ) = ( A - LC)(t )x( t )) is exponentially stable. 
If a system admits a stabilizable and detectable realization, internal (exponential) and external 
(finite-gain, input-output)  stability are equivalent. We now recall some results related to the adjoint and 
the dual of a linear system. Given G c~'~,(E+) (respectively, G ~'~,([0, T])) its adjoint G* is the unique 
bounded linear operator that satisfies (u, G u ) = ( G * u ,  u) for all u, u~.5~z(E+) (respectively, 
(u, GU)to,T] = ( G ' u ,  U)[0,T l for all u, u E..~2([0 , T])). Furthermore, IIG II = IIG* II (respectively, 
Ilallto,Tl = I[a*llt0.Tl). An operator G c~', ,  is said to be isometric (respectively, co-isometric) if 
G*G = I (respectively, if GG* = I). 
We now derive a state-space realization for the adjoint G* of G ~ ' , , ( [0 ,  T]). Using (2) we get 
= B "r)~G(t, r ) C ' ( t ) u ( t )  d t + D ' ( r ) u ( r  u(r)  dr 
= ( G * v , u ) ,  
where (4) is derived by interchanging the order of integration. If we set 
( 4 )  
(5) 
T ! 
((~') : = /  qba(t, r ) C ' ( t ) u ( t )  dt, 
Jr  
(6) 
and interchange t and r in both (5) and (6), we find that G* in (5) is an anti-causal operator that has the 
realization 
to B ' ( t )~ ( t )  + D ' ( t ) u ( t ) ,  
(7) 
where v(t) is the input and to(t) is the output. We now make the change of variable i '= - t  and set 
.4(t') :=A'(t) ,  /3(t') := C'(t) ,  C(t') := B'(t) and /)(~') := D'(t). We further define the time reversed signals 
2(t') := ~'(t), fi(t') := u(t), and )9(~') := to(t), to get the following realization for the dual G: 
+ 
= + 
.~( - T) = 0 ,  
(8 )  
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The realization £c) defines a causal operator on .U2([-T, 0]), and its state transition matrix ¢Pc~(/', ?) 
satisfies 
q,c,(~', ~) = q,;;(~, t) (9) 
for all ? ~< t'; t" and ? in [ - T ,  0]. Moreover, it follows from (7) and (8) that I1G II [ - 7 . 0 ]  = II G* [1 t0.T]. If 
G ~ ~' , (~+),  then the restriction of G to any finite interval [0, T] is a causal, bounded operator with dual 
G defined on _ C 2 ( [ - T ,  0]). It can be shown, using (9) and the definition of exponential stability, that 
where the constants c I, c 2 > 0 are independent o f  T. 
We conclude this section with some preliminary results. 
L e m m a  2.1. Consider the system 
[ £ c ( t ) = A ( t ) x ( t ) ,  x ( t o ) = x o ,  
2~s := ~ y ( t )  C ( t ) x ( t ) .  
I f  ( A ,  C)  is detecta.ble, then there exist M,  N < ~ such that for  every t o ~ ~ ~_ and x o 
y ~_~2([to, ~)) = x ~Y2([t0, ~)). Furthermore, [[ x [[ l,,~) ~ m [[ x 0 ]] + N  [[ y [] [t~,.~). 
Proof. Given the conditions of the lemma, -~s can be rewritten as 
£ c ( t ) = ( A - L C ) ( t ) x ( t ) + ( L C ) ( t ) x ( t ) ,  X ( t o ) = X o ,  
y ( t ) = C ( t ) x ( t ) ,  
(lo) 
(11) 
~n we have 
where L ( t )  is bounded and chosen so that k ( t )  = ( A  - L C ) ( t ) x ( t )  is exponentially stable. Hence, there 
exist constants c~, c 2 > 0 such that the transition matrix q~(t, ~') of (12) satisfies (3). Using the variation 
of constants formula, the solution to (12) can be written as 
x (  t ) = qb( t, to)x, ,+ i ldP( t, T) L(  ~-) y(  7) d~'. (13) 
Let a := sup, ~ o II L( t ) I t .  Routine calculations then show that 
[[x]l[~,~):= [[x(t)[i 2 d t~<~-c  I[xoH~+ [[y[[I~,.~) +-52a[[yl[[t~,~ [[x0[[- (14) 
t o 2c2 c 2 
Setting y2 = max(c~ / (2c2 )  ' c~/c~) ,  it follows that 
II x II r,,,.~> ~ Y II x0 II + y a  II y II t , , , .~,  
Now we have the result with M = y and N = y a .  [] 
L e m m a  2.2. Let the pair (A, B) be stabilizable, and consider the related causal system 
"Y~:= { ~ ( ? ' ) = A ( ? ) ~ ( ? ) ,  ~ ( -  T )  =x,,,, 
9( i )  = c~(~') :~(i), (15) 
on [ -T ,0]  with A(t ' ) :=A'( t) ,  C(t'):= B ' ( t )  and t := - [ .  Then there exist M,  N < ~ such that for  every 
T ~ R +  and X T ~ " ,  we have ~5"~2([ -T ,0] )  = J?E.~2([ -T ,  0]). Furthermore, ll~l][_T.O]~< 
M ]I X T II + N II y lI [ r,i)]. 
(12a)  
(lZb) 
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Proof. Note that this is the dual of the previous result. Since the pair (A, B) is stabilizable, there exists a 
bounded matrix function K(t )  such that 2 0 )  = (A  - BK) ( t ) x ( t )  is exponentially stable. Let L(?) := K'( t ) .  
Using the duality results, it follows that for every T > 0 the system 
~(t ')  = ( .4  - Ld)(~ ' )2(~ ' )  (16) 
has a state-transition matrix qbd(~' , ?) that satisfies (10). The result follows by reformulating the proof of 
Lemma 2.1 over the finite interval [ -  T, 0], and checking that the constants M and N are independent of 
T. [] 
3. Stabilizing solutions to Riccati equations 
In this section we show that stabilizability and detectability are sufficient to ensure the existence and 
uniqueness of stabilizing solutions to standard filter and control Riccati differential equations. The proof 
of this assertion is based on the following results on the Lyapunov stability of linear time-varying systems. 
Lemma 3.1. Let the pair (A, C) be detectable, and suppose there exists a symmetric differentiable matrix 
function P(t ), satisfying 0 <~ P(t  ) <~ [3I for some [3 < ~, such that 
P ( t )  + A ' ( t ) P ( t )  + P ( t ) A ( t )  = - C ' ( t ) C ( t )  
for every t in ~+. Then the system 2(t ) = A( t  )x( t  ) is exponentially stable. 
Proof. Consider the quadratic form (x 'Px)( t )  and compute its time-derivative along a trajectory of (11) to 
get 
d( x'Px )( t ) 
- y ' ( t ) y ( t ) ,  (17) 
dt  
where y(t):= C(t)x( t ) .  Integrating (17)f rom t o to t I gives 
( x ' P x ) ( t , ) - ( x ' P x ) ( t o ) : -  f~illl y ( t )  II 2 dt.  
By dropping the first term and changing signs on both sides, we get 
fti','Hy(t)[12 dt <~(x'Px)(to)~[3JlxoL[ 2, (18) 
where we have set x 0 :=x(t0). The bound in (18) holds for all t 1 > t 0. Hence we have 
II Y 11[2,,,,o> < [3 II x0 II 2. 
Using Lemma 2.1 we get II x II t,0,=) << ( M  + [3~/2N)II x0 II, where the bound is independent of the initial 
time t 0. It follows from a result in [3] (Theorem 3, page 190) that the system 2 ( t ) = A ( t ) x ( t )  is 
exponentially stable. [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let the pair (A ,  B)  be stabilizable, and suppose there exists a symmetric differentiable matrix 
function Q(t), satisfying 0 <~ Q(t)  <~ [3I for some [3 < ~, such that 
O_(t) - A ( t ) Q ( t )  - Q ( t ) A ' ( t )  = B ( t ) B ' ( t )  
for every t in ~+. Then the system 2(t ) =A(  t )x( t  ) is exponentially stable. 
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Proof. Let T be an arbitrary positive number, and define Xg over [ - T ,  0] as in Lemma 2.2. With 
Q(t') := Q(t) ,  we obtain 
0 ( t ' )  +-4 ' ( , ; )Q(t ' )  + Q ( i ) A ( [ )  = - C ' ( t ' ) d ( t ' ) .  (19) 
The methodology used in the proof of Lemma 3.1 is then used over [ -  T, 0] to obtain 
II :f life T.0] ~</3 II x7 II 2. (20) 
Using Lemma 2.2 it follows that II ~ I1[ T,ol ~ ( M  + jgX/ZN)II xT II, where the bound is independent of T. 
Again, using the aforementioned result from [3] and equation (9), we obtain that the system k ( t ) =  
A ( t ) x ( t )  is exponentially stable. [] 
We now state the main results of this section. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Xc, be as in (1). Assume that (A, B) is" stabilizable and (`4, C) is detectable. Then, there 
exists a bounded symmetric differentiable matrix function P(t ) >~ 0 satisfying the control Riccati equation 
- P (  t ) = , 4 ' ( t ) P ( t )  + P( t ) ,4(  t) - P(  t ) B (  t ) B ' (  t )P (  t) + C'(  t )C( t ) .  (21) 
Furthermore, the system 2(t)  = (A -BB 'P ) ( t ) x ( t  ) is exponentially stable. 
Proof. The existence of a bounded positive semidefinite function P(t )  that solves (21) can be shown by a 
simple modification of the arguments in [7]. The key idea is to relate the above Riccati equation to a 
certain optimal regulator problem, and use the stabilizability of (,4, B) to show that P(t)  with the 
properties above is well defined. The stability of Yc(t)= ( , 4 -  BB 'P) ( t ) x ( t )  now follows immediately 
from Lemma 3.1 because we can rewrite equation (21) as 
ti( t)  + (`4 - BB'P) ' (  t ) P (  t)  + P(  t )( ,4 - BB'P) (  t ) = - P (  t )B(  t ) B ' (  t ) P (  t)  - C'(  t ) C (  t ), 
(22) 
which is the required Lyapunov equation. Clearly the detectability of ((A - B B ' P ) ,  (PB C') ' )  follows 
from that of (`4, C). [] 
Lemma 3.4. Let 2f 6, be as in (1). Assume that (A ,  B)  is stabilizable and (A ,  C) is detectable. Then, there 
exists a unique bounded symmetric matrix solution Q( t ) >~ 0 to the filter Riccati equation 
Q ( t ) = , 4 ( t ) Q ( t ) + Q ( t ) ' 4 ' ( t ) - Q ( t ) C ' ( t ) C ( t ) Q ( t ) + B ( t ) B ' ( t ) ,  Q(O)>~O. (23) 
Furthermore, the system k( t  ) = ( A - QC' C)(t )x(t  ) is exponentially stable. 
Proof. The existence of a bounded, non-negative definite solution to the Riccati equation (23) follows 
from the classical optimal filtering theory. The key idea is to take the given data, i.e. A(t), B(t )  and C(t), 
and set up an optimal Kalman-Bucy filtering problem (see e.g. [9] for details). The detectability 
assumption on (,4, C) will then ensure that the optimal covariance is bounded and that a matrix function 
Q with the properties above exists. We now rewrite (23) as 
Q.(t) - ( A  - Q C ' C ) ( t ) Q ( t )  - Q ( t ) (  A - Q C ' C ) ' ( t )  
= Q ( t ) C ' ( t ) C ( t ) O ( t )  + B ( t ) B ' ( t ) ,  (24) 
and notice that if (,4, B) is stabilizable, then so is ((A - Q C ' C ) ,  (QC' B)). The stability of ~f(t)= 
(A  - QC 'C) ( t ) x ( t )  follows from Lemma 3.2. [] 
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4. Normalized coprime factorizations 
In this section we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of normalized coprime 
factorizations of finite dimensional, linear time-varying systems. 
Definition. Let G be a finite dimensional linear time-varying system. We say that G admits a stable 
left-coprime (respectively, stable right-coprime) factorization if there exist exponentially stable FDLTV 
systems ZR, ~M, Z~, and ~9  with ~M bicausal (respectively, ~U, ZM, Zx,  and ~ ,  with ~ 4  bicausal) 
such that G = h4 1AI and A~)( + M37 = I (respectively, G = NM- ~ and XN + YM = I). Moreover, we say 
that the coprime factorization (/V, M)  (respectively, (N, M)) is normalized if (IQ A 3) is co-isometric, i.e. 
&)M * = A~A~ * = I (respectively, ( M '  N ') '  is isometric, i.e. M *M + N *N = I). 
We are now ready to show that normalized coprime factorizations always exist for systems that admit 
stabilizable and detectable realizations. This provides an extension to the time-invariant result in [11] to 
the time-varying case. In our opinion the proof here is much simpler and hence it serves as an alternate 
(simpler) proof even for the time-invariant case. For the sake of keeping the exposition brief we give a 
complete derivation only for the strongly causal (D = 0) case. The generalization to the causal case can 
be carried out using the ideas in [18]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be an FDLTV system with a stabilizable and detectable realization given by ~ as in 
(1) (with D = 0). Let P(t ) and Q(t ) be solutions to (21) and (23) respectively with the boundary condition in 
(23) set to Q(O) = O. Define 
~ g : = [ A - Q C ' C c  B]O ' 2~N:=[ A-BB'PC B] 
Z M : = [ A - Q C ' C - Q C ' ]  Z M : = [ A - B B ' P  B] 
C I ' - B'P " 
(25) 
Then (A~, M)  (respectively, (N, M)) is a normalized left-coprtme (respectively, right-coprime ) factorization 
of G. Moreover, any normalized left-coprime (respectively, any normalized right-coprime ) factor&ation is 
unique up to multiplication on the left (respectively, right) by a memoryless, unitary operator. 
Proof. In this proof we restrict ourselves to the left-coprime case. The proof for right-coprime factoriza- 
tions can be carried out in a similar manner. With (N M) defined in (25), it is easy to show that 
G =/~-IA~. Moreover, using the results of [8,10], it follows that there exist exponentially stable systems 
Z,¢ and ~ ?  such that N ) ( +  37/I 7= I. Thus, (N, &¢) is a left-coprime factorization for G. All that remains 
to be shown is that it is normalized. Let P := (&) AT) denote the operator with realization 
Ze:=[  A-QC'CC -QC'I BOI. (26) 
From Lemma 3.4 we know that P defines a stable operator. We now show that P is co-isometric, or 
equivalently that II P*u II 2 = II u II 2 for all u ~.Z.W 2, where P *  denotes the adjoint of P. Suppose, on the 
contrary, that there exists a u such that II P*u II 2 4= II u II 2, and let [ II P*u II 2 _ II u II 21 = e > 0. Since 
u ~-~2 and P *  is anti-causal and bounded, we can always choose T < ~ such that 
-- 2 1 (27) [11 e*ua-II 0,rl It uw IIt0,rll 
where u T = Pxu and PT denotes the truncation operator. Having chosen a terminal time T we define, 
over [ - T ,  0], the dual of P (restricted to [0, T]) as follows: 
= = 0 ,  
Z/~:= ];1(~" ) = ._~/~t0(~').,~(~ ) + a ( t ) ,  (28) 
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where ; := - t ,  /f(~'):=A'(t) ,  /~(~):= C'(t) ,  C'(/'):= B'(t) and Q(~') satisfies the dual version of (23) 
0 ( t ' )  =A~'(t')0(~') + 0(t ') /~(~')  - 0 ( ; ) / 3 ( t ' ) / } ( t ' ) 0 ( ; )  + (~'(t ')(~(t'), 6 ( 0 )  : 0. (29) 
Let h0") := UT(t) for /" in [-- T, 0]. Then, it is easily seen that the estimate (27) translates into 
2 ^ 2 2 I II 41 lie-T 0~ + II II a YeHI- T,ol >1 - lit T.0] ~e. .  (30) 
If we consider the function (2'Q~)(~) and compute its time derivative along the trajectory of (28), we 
obtain 
d; - l l a ( ; )  It2- II;,(0 112- tl;2(0112. (31) 
As ~ ( -  T) = 0 and Q(0) = 0, integrating (31) from - T to 0 gives us 
2 2 II ~, lit T.,,j + II ~,. = [I t~ (32) Ilt-T,,,l IIt2T,01, 
which contradicts the estimate (30). This proves our hypothesis that PP*= I or, equivalently, that 
~ W  * + a ~ a ~  * = 1. 
Suppose now that^(A~, a4)_ is another left-coprime factorization of G. Then, there exists a U ~ ~ .  such 
that N = UN and M = UM. It follows by simple substitution that UU*= I, and since U has a stable 
inverse, we get that U* = U ~ is causal and bounded. As both U and its adjoint are causal, the unitary 
operator U must be memoryless (see [19]). [] 
Remark. For the sake of completeness we state, without proof, the form of the (normalized left-coprime) 
factorizations for the causal case. Let 
A B 
be a stabilizable and detectable realization for G, and let Q(t) be the unique bounded positive 
semidefinite stabilizing solution to the following Riccati differential equation 
O(t)  = (A - BD'( I + DD' ) -1C) ( t )Q(  t) + O ( t ) ( A  - BD'( I + D D ' ) - ' C ) ' ( t )  
- Q ( t l ( C ' ( I + D D ' )  ' C ) ( t ) Q ( t l + B ( I + D ' D ) - ' B ' ( t ) ,  Q(0)>~0. 
Then, with E(t)E'( t)  := I + D(t)D'(t)  and L(t) := (B(t)D'(t)  + Q(t)C'(t))(1 + D(t)D'(t)) -1, a normal- 
ized left-coprime factorization for G is given by 
"YN:= 1C E ID ] '  ~M:= tC E 1 " 
We have shown that stabilizability and detectability are sufficient to ensure the existence of left- and 
right-normalized coprime factorizations. That these conditions are also necessary follows immediately 
from Theorem 4.6 in [8]. This leads to an interesting result that relates the existence of normalized 
coprime factorizations for an FDLTV plant to the existence of an internally stabilizing controller. We 
introduce the following definition. 
Definition. An FDLTV system G is said to be internally stabilizable via dynamic output feedback if it 
admits a realization 
A B 





~ ~  U2 
Fig. 1. Feedback interconnection. 
for which there exists a controller K with a realization 
such that Jl( t):= ( I  + E D ) - l ( t )  (and consequently Je(t):= ( I  + D E ) - l ( t ) )  is bounded on ~+, and the 
standard feedback interconnection (see Figure 1) described by 
I 
A - BJlEC - B J 1 H  ] 
GJ2C • F -  GJ2DH • ] 
is exponentially stable. 
Now, from Theorem 4.1 above and Theorem 4.6 in [8], we have: 
Corollary 4.2. Let G ~t'~, be a causal FDLTV system. Then, the following statements are equivalent: 
1. G can be internally stabilized via dynamic output feedback. 
2. G admits a left-coprime factorization. 
3. G admits a right-coprime factorization. 
4. G admits a stabilizable and detectable realization. 
5. G admits a normalized left-coprime factorization. 
6. G admits a normalized right-coprime factorization. 
5. Calculating the gap metric 
We begin with the following result that defines a metric on .~¢¢~.. A proof can be found in [5]. 
Lemma 5.1. Let G 1 and G 2 be any two members of  ~'~, with the same number of  inputs and outputs. Let 
G i = 37I~-11~i be a normalized left-coprime factorization for G i and let ei := ( ~  ~), i = 1, 2. Define 
d(G 1, G 2) as follows: 
6 ( G  1 ,G2) :=  inf [ [ P I - ~ P 2 [ I ,  
d(G1,  G2) -'= max(6(G1,  G2),  6(G2,  G i ) ) .  (33) 
Then d(Gl,  G 2) is a well defined metric on ~t'L., taking values in the interval [0, 1]. 
The gap metric was first applied to the analysis of LTI control systems by Zames and E1-Sakkary [20]. 
However, their formulation was different from the one given above. The formula (33) was first derived 
for the time-invariant case by Georgiou [6] and for the time-varying case by Feintuch [5]. An equivalent 
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metric, the graph metric, was introduced by Vidyasagar [17] for LTI systems. The generalization of the 
graph metric to the time-varying case is straightforward and can be found in [14]. The graph metric is 
defined as in (33) except that the optimization is carried out over the set {~e ~ , :  l[ ~ II ~< 1}. The reason 
for concentrating on the gap rather than the graph metric is that the optimization problem given above in 
(33) is tractable, whereas the restricted problem (with fl ee II ~< 1) is not. 
Next, we will draw upon some recent results in X~ control of linear time-varying systems to solve the 
optimization problem outlined in (33). In what follows, we restrict ourselves to systems that admit 
finite-dimensional, stabilizable and detectable realizations. For simplicity of exposition we consider only 
strongly causal systems• Let Pi, i = 1, 2 have state space realizations (26) 
C 7 • 
(34) 
The problem is to compute 
inf II Pi - ~Pj  bl 
for (i, j )  = (1, 2), (2, 1). Let (i, j )  = (1, 2), and let y ~< 1 be a positive real number. We will show that 
there exists a ee E.~ ,  such that II P~ - ~'P2 [I < 3' if and only if a certain Riccati differential equation 
admits a stabilizing solution. Then, by iterating on 3' the infimum can be obtained to any given accuracy. 
The case (i, j )  = (2, 1) is identical. We start by defining a new 'plant '  
P := - P 2  0 
with a realization 
0 A 2 - Q 2 C ; C  2 [ - Q 2 C ;  B2] 0 
~p :~ 
C, 0 [ I  0] I 
0 - C  2 [ - I  0] 0 
Note that 
P t - ~ P  2 = F , (P ,  ~') (35) 
where FI( ' ,  • ) is the standard notation for the lower linear fractional transformation. 
Using a well known technique [15], we can bring the problem into the ' s tandard '  form, and show that 
there exists a stable ee such that II fz(P,  ~)II < 7 iff there exists a stable ~ such that II El(P, ~ II < ~, 
[ - Q l C ~  B~] O ] 
[ - Q 2 C ~  B2] 0 J [o o] i 
[ I  O] 0 
where 
A l - Q1C~CI 0 
0 A 2 -- Q2C~C2 
C 1 - C  2 
0 C2 
Now we use the appropriate generalizations of the results in [16,13] to derive the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of such a ~ (or ~) .  This is stated in the following• 
Theorem 5.2. There exists a stable FDLTV system ~ such that II FI(P, ~)l[  < 7 i f f  the following Riccati 
differential equation 
~ ' = A Y +  YA' + Y R Y -  Q, r ( o )  = O, 
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has a bounded positive semidefinite stabilizing solution Y, where 
A : =  ( A1-QIC;CIO -QA C~C2) 
1 
R := -~- 7 
' ' / ( --~C;C, -~C,C e B,B; B,B~ 
1 
~C~C 1 1 C2C 2 BzB ~ BzB ~ 
Remark. In the case of systems with nonzero D, we still have only one Riccati equation but, because of 
the complicated nature of the normalizing transformations, the equation cannot be represented in as 
concise a fashion as above. 
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